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Pots, Planters & Growhouses
GEO POTS & SAUCERS
··
··

Italian designed and produced pots made from UV and dust-resistant plastic.
Quality matt finish, simple design at an economical price.
Code

Description

Size

Qty

PEET30T

Terracotta, 9.7ltr

30D x 21H: cm

10

PEET35T

Terracotta, 15.4ltr

35D x 26H: cm

10

35D x 26H: cm

10

40D x 30H: cm

10

40D x 30H: cm

10

50D x 38H: cm

10

50D x 38H: cm

10

Geo Pots

CPP05745 Charcoal, 15.4ltr
PEET40T

Terracotta, 23.2ltr

CPP05752 Charcoal, 23.2ltr
PEET50T

Terracotta, 45.3ltr

CPP05769 Charcoal, 45.3ltr
PEET60T

Terracotta, 78.4ltr

60D x 45H: cm

5

PEET70T

Terracotta, 124.6ltr

70D x 53H: cm

5

Code

Description

Size

Qty

Terracotta

Medea Saucers
PEEMS26T

Terracotta

26D x 3.9H: cm

5

PEEMS28T

Terracotta

28D x 4.2H: cm

5

CSP44577

Charcoal

28D x 4.2H: cm

5

PEEMS30T

Terracotta

30D x 4.4H: cm

5

PEEMS32T

Terracotta

32D x 4.6H: cm

5

CSP44539

Charcoal

32D x 4.6H: cm

5

PEEMS36T

Terracotta

36D x 5.0H: cm

5

CSP14828

Charcoal

36D x 5.0H: cm

5

PEEMS40T

Terracotta

40D x 5.4H: cm

5

PEEMS44T

Terracotta

44D x 5.8H: cm

5

PEEMS48T

Terracotta

48D x 6H: cm

5

CSP44652

Charcoal

48D x 6H: cm

5

PEEMS52T

Terracotta

52D x 6.7H: cm

5

PEEMS56T

Terracotta

56D x 6.9H: cm

5

PEEMS64T

Terracotta

64D x 7.0H: cm

5

POLI POTS & SAUCERS
POLIPOTS
··
··

Strong yet lightweight plastic pot.
A popular utility pot commonly used by commercial growers.
Code

Description

Size

Qty

PoliPots
PHBP100B

Black, 0.60ltr

10D x 7.5H: cm

10

PHBP100G

Green, 0.60ltr

10D x 7.5H: cm

10

PHBP150B

Black, 3.0ltr

15D x 11.5H: cm

10

PHBP150G

Green, 3.0ltr

15D x 11.5H: cm

10

PHBP200B

Black, 5.0ltr

20D x 17H: cm

10

PHBP200G

Green, 5.0ltr

20D x 17H: cm

10

PHBP250B

Black, 8.0ltr

25D x 20.5H: cm

10

PHBP250G

Green, 8.0ltr

25D x 20.5H: cm

10

Charcoal

Code

Description

Size

Qty

PoliPots Saucers
PHBPS100B

Black

10D x 2H: cm

10

PHBPS100G

Green

10D x 2H: cm

10

PHBPS150B

Black

15D x 2.5H: cm

10

PHBPS150G

Green

15D x 2.5H: cm

10

PHBPS200B

Black

20D x 2.5H: cm

10

PHBPS200G

Green

20D x 2.5H: cm

10

PHBPS250B

Black

25D x 3H: cm

10

PHBPS250G

Green

25D x 3H: cm

10
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KALIS TROUGHS & TRAYS

Code

Description

Size

Qty

Kalis Troughs
PEEJ50T

Terracotta, 16ltr 50L x 25W x 21H: cm

12

PEEJ60T

Terracotta, 20ltr 60L x 25W x 21H: cm

12

PEEJ80T

Terracotta, 28ltr 80L x 25W x 21H: cm

6

PEEJ100T Terracotta, 35ltr 100L x 25W x 21H: cm
Code

Description

Size

6
Qty

Kalis Tray

··

Includes braces to stop bowing of trough

GERANI TROUGHS & TRAYS

PEEJT50T

Terracotta, 16ltr 50L x 25W x 21H: cm

12

PEEJT60T

Terracotta, 20ltr 60L x 25W x 21H: cm

12

PEEJT80T

Terracotta, 28ltr 80L x 25W x 21H: cm

12

PEEJT100T

Terracotta, 35ltr 100L x 25W x 21H: cm

6

Code

Description

Size

Qty

PHEGTH30T

Terracotta, 6ltr

30L x 15W x 16.5H: cm

5

PHEGTH30G

Green, 6ltr

30L x 15W x 16.5H: cm

5

EP1017.62

Charcoal, 6ltr

30L x 15W x 16.5H: cm

5

PHEGTH50T

Terracotta, 10ltr

50L x 15W x 16.5H: cm

5

PHEGTH50G

Green, 10ltr

50L x 15W x 16.5H: cm

5

EP1020.62

Charcoal, 10ltr

50L x 15W x 16.5H: cm

5

PHEGTH60T

Terracotta, 12ltr

60L x 15W x 16.5H: cm

5

PHEGTH60G

Green, 12ltr

60L x 15W x 16.5H: cm

5

EP1021.62

Charcoal, 12ltr

60L x 15W x 16.5H: cm

5

Code

Description

Size

PHEGT30T

Terracotta

26L x 13W x 3H: cm

5

PHEGT30G

Green

26L x 13W x 3H: cm

5

EP1067.62

Charcoal

26L x 13W x 3H: cm

5

PHEGT50T

Terracotta

46L x 13W x 3H: cm

5

PHEGT50G

Green

46L x 13W x 3H: cm

5

EP1070.62

Charcoal

46L x 13W x 3H: cm

5

PHEGT60T

Terracotta

56L x 13W x 3H: cm

5

PHEGT60G

Green

56L x 13W x 3H: cm

5

EP1071.62

Charcoal

56L x 13W x 3H: cm

5

Gerani Troughs

··
··
··
··

Top quality Italian designed and produced troughs.
Made from UV and dust resistant plastic.
Matt finish.
Use for everything from flowers to the vegetable garden.

Qty

Gerani Trays

OLYMPUS BOWLS
Code

Description

Size

Qty

Olympus Bowls
PEEO30T

Terracotta, 4.7ltr

30D x 11H: cm

5

PEEO40T

Terracotta, 11.0ltr

40D x 15H: cm

5

··
··

Matt finished plastic bowls with
drainage holes.
Suitable for bulbs or general
planting.
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INIS TROUGHS & TRAYS

Code

Sand

Teal

Mushroom

Cyclamen

Charcoal

Apple Green

Description

Size

Qty

Inis Troughs

Code

Description

Size

Qty

CTP05837

Charcoal

47L x 16W x 3H: cm

12

47L x 16W x 3H: cm

12

Inis Trays

CTP05806

Charcoal, 10ltr

50L x 19W x 16H: cm

CTP66586

Mushroom, 10ltr

50L x 19W x 16H: cm

12

CTP66647

Mushroom

CTP05813

Charcoal, 12ltr

60L x 19W x 16H: cm

12

CTP66661

Cyclamen

47L x 16W x 3H: cm

12

CTP72501

Mushroom, 12ltr

60L x 19W x 16H: cm

12

CTP66685

Apple Green

47L x 16W x 3H: cm

12

60L x 19W x 16H: cm

12

CTP05844

Charcoal

57L x 16W x 3H: cm

12

Mushroom

57L x 16W x 3H: cm

12

57L x 16W x 3H: cm

12

EP1989.M9 Sand, 12ltr

12

EP1989.I8

Teal, 12ltr

60L x 19W x 16H: cm

12

CTP72563

CTP05820

Charcoal, 17ltr

80L x 19W x 16H: cm

6

EP1992.M9 Sand

CTP72525

Mushroom, 17ltr

80L x 19W x 16H: cm

6

EP1992.I8

Teal

57L x 16W x 3H: cm

12

77L x 16W x 3H: cm

6

77L x 16W x 3H: cm

6

77L x 16W x 3H: cm

6

77L x 16W x 3H: cm

6

EP2055.M9 Sand, 12ltr
EP2055.I8

Teal, 12ltr

80L x 19W x 16H: cm

6

CTP05851

Charcoal

80L x 19W x 16H: cm

6

CTP72587

Mushroom

EP2056.M9 Sand
EP2056.I8

Teal

KLIE TROUGHS & TRAYS
Code

Description

Size

Qty

EP2352.62

Charcoal, 16ltr

50L x 25W x 35H: cm

6

EP2349.62

Charcoal, 26ltr

60L x 30W x 40H: cm

6

EP2350.62

Charcoal, 60ltr

80L x 39W x 43H: cm

4

EP2351.62

Charcoal, 100ltr

100L x 46W x 45H: cm

2

Description

Size

EP2356.62

Charcoal

46L x 22W x 3H: cm

6

EP2353.62

Charcoal

55L x 26W x 3.7H: cm

6

EP2354.62

Charcoal

73L x 32W x 4.7H: cm

4

EP2355.62

Charcoal

90L x 36W x 5.7H: cm

2

Klie Troughs

Code

Qty

Klie Trays
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KEZAR TROUGHS WITH TRAYS
Code

Description

Size

Qty

Kezar Troughs
EP2335.62

Charcoal, 12ltr

60L x 20W x 18H: cm

12

EP2335.G9

Mushroom, 12ltr

60L x 20W x 18H: cm

12

EP2335.75

Terracotta, 12ltr

60L x 20W x 18H: cm

12

EP2336.62

Charcoal, 17ltr

80L x 20W x 18H: cm

6

EP2336.G9

Mushroom, 17ltr

80L x 20W x 18H: cm

6

··
··
··
··
··

Clean design which enhances their functionality
Oblong tray attached
UV, dust and frost resistant
Made in Italy
Matt finish

CLASSIC BASKETS

BEEHIVE BASKETS
Description

Qty

Code

05676

30cm Classic Hanging

24

05677

Basket Green
35cm Classic Hanging

Code

20

Basket Green
··

Quality entry-level baskets with moulded
coco liner

Description

Qty

GM50108

30cm Hanging Basket

10

GM50112

35cm Hanging Basket

10

GM50116

40cm Hanging Basket

10

··
··

Code: GM51244

Qty: 10

Heavy duty wire throughout and a
clean, attractive design to enhance
the look of your plants.
Practical and decorative

Code: GM50058

35cm Beehive Wall Basket
··
Heavy duty wire throughout and a clean,
attractive design to enhance the look of
your plants.
··
Practical and decorative

Qty: 10

35cm Beehive Hanging Basket Galvanised
··
Heavy duty wire throughout and a clean,
attractive design to enhance the look of
your plants.
··
Practical and decorative

GEORGIAN BASKETS
Code

Description

Qty

00900

30cm Hanging Basket

5

00910

35cm Hanging Basket

5

GM60350

40cm Hanging Basket

5

GM60357

45cm Hanging Basket

5

··
··

Code: 00940

Qty: 5

40cm Georgian Wall Manger
··
Strong Georgian rod & strip construction.
··
Durable black wrought iron crackle finish.
··
Ideal wall feature

Strong Georgian rod & strip
construction.
Durable black wrought iron crackle
finish.
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GEORGIAN BASKETS CONT
Code: 00970

Qty: 5

Code: GM00990

60cm Georgian Wall Trough
··
Strong Georgian rod & strip construction.
··
Durable black wrought iron crackle finish.
··
Ideal wall feature

Qty: 5

90cm Georgian Wall Trough
··
Strong Georgian rod & strip construction.
··
Durable black wrought iron crackle finish.
··
Ideal wall feature
··
90cm length makes this a real statement
piece

GOTHIC BASKETS
Code: 00896

Qty: 5

Code: 00899

50cm Gothic Wall Basket
··
Strong wire trough in a distinctive arched
style.
··
Extra Depth for better plant growth.
··
Black Epoxy finish.

Qty: 5

75cm Gothic Wall Trough
··
Strong wire trough in a distinctive arched
style.
··
Extra Depth for better plant growth.
··
Black Epoxy finish.

CRAFTSMAN BASKETS
Code: GM00875

Qty: 6

35cm Craftsman Hanging Basket
··
Heavy gauge iron construction with
decorative design

RUSTIC BASKET
Code: GM60820

Qty: 5

35cm Rustic Orb Basket
··
A unique metal hanging sphere basket
that comes complete with a fitted
moulded liner.
··
Hand crafted with antique rust finish and
complete with chain and hook
··
Forms a stunning visual display

8
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DUCHESS BASKETS
Code: 50332

Qty: 5

35cm Duchess Basket
··
Elegant, period style basket presented in a
rustic “limed” finish
··
Strong, deep and sturdy construction

Code: 50330

Qty: 5

40cm Duchess Wall Basket
··
Elegant, period style basket presented in a
rustic “limed” finish
··
Strong, deep and sturdy construction

AQUA COCO BASKET LINERS
Code

Description

Qty

GM61392

30cm Aqua Coco Liner

10

GM61393

35cm Aqua Coco Liner

10

GM61394

40cm Aqua Coco Liner

10

GM61395

45cm Aqua Coco Liner

10

··

Code: GM61398

Qty: 5

60cm Aqua Coco Wall Trough Liner
··
Built in water tray for extra water
retention
··
Overflow region to avoid root suffocation
··
Long lasting natural coco fibres
··
Pre-shaped for convenience

Built in water tray for extra water
retention
Overflow region to avoid root
suffocation
Long lasting natural coco fibres
Pre-shaped for convenience

··
··
··

Code

Description

Qty

GM61396

35cm Aqua Coco Wall Liner

10

GM61397

40cm Aqua Coco Wall Liner

10

··

Built in water tray for extra water
retention
Overflow region to avoid root
suffocation
Long lasting natural coco fibres
Pre-shaped for convenience

··
··
··

COCO BASKET FLAT LINERS
Code

Description

Qty

GM50408

30cm Coco Flat Liner

10

GM50412

35cm Coco Flat Liner

10

GM50416

40cm Coco Flat Liner

10

··
··
··
··

Long lasting natural co-co fibres
with latex coatings
Great value
Ideal for hanging baskets and pots
Ideal features for patios and decked
areas.

9
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COCO FIBRE
Code: GM30350

Qty: 6

Coconut Fibre 5L
··
Ideal for hanging baskets or as a topping
for planter troughs and pots.
··
Cleaned & ready to use

Code: GM30352

Qty: 4

Coconut Fibre 1KG
··
Ideal for hanging baskets or as a topping
for planter troughs and pots.
··
Cleaned & ready to use

BASKET BRACKETS & HOOKS
Code: 01230

Qty: 10

20cm Square Hook Wall Bracket Black
··
Strong hook with 3 point fixing
··
Made from steel with durable black
weatherproof coating
··
Ideal for hanging baskets, lanterns etc
··
8L x 21W x 17H: cm

Code: 03025

Qty: 10

35-40cm Standard Wall Bracket Black
··
Made from 3mm black coated steel
··
Suitable for baskets up to 20kg
··
3L x 35W x 30H: cm

Code: 01285

Qty: 10

20cm Screw in S-Hook Black
··
Strong hookwith screw-in fitting
··
Made from steel with durable black
weather proof coating
··
Ideal for hanging baskets, lanterns etc
··
3L x 7.5W x 25H: cm
··

Code: 03015

Qty: 10

30-35cm Standard Wall Bracket Black
··
Made from 3mm black coated steel
··
Suitable for baskets up to 20kg
··
3L x 30W x 27H: cm

Code: 03038

Qty: 10

35cm Lakeland Classic Wall Bracket Black
··
Made from 10mm black round coated
steel
··
Suitable for baskets up to 35kg
··
3L x 30W x 35H: cm

Code: GM51022

Qty: 10

Replacement Chain Black
··
45cm long replacement chain for hanging
baskets
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PROPAGATORS

BASKET BRACKETS & HOOKS CONT
Code

Description

Size

Qty
Code: CPP65122

Pergola Hooks
50804

Black

7.5cm

10

50812

Black

15cm

10

50820

Black

30cm

10

50824

Black

45cm

10

50828

Black

60cm

10

50850

Galvanised

7.5cm

10

50858

Galvanised

15cm

10

50866

Galvanised

30cm

10

50870

Galvanised

45cm

10

50874

Galvanised

60cm

10

Qty: 12

Propagator Unit with Seedling Cells
··
Covered propagator with seedling cell
insert.
··
37L x 24W x 13H: cm

JIFFY POTS
Code: CPP05875

Qty: 6

Windowsill Propagator
··
Covered propagator ideal for windowsill
placement
··
Complete with seedling cell inserts
··
53L x 15W x 14H: cm

Code: 110046

Qty: 14

Jiffy 8cm Round Pots 16pk
··
8cm round pots

Code: 110052

Jiffy Pots are made from quality raw materials, consisting of a minimum 50%
sphagnum peat, wood fibre and lime to adjust the pH. Jiffy pots eliminate the
need for plastic pots and encourage quick, healthy growth, while stimulating
root growth through improved aeration.
There are a number of benefits of using Jiffy Peat Pots. As the plants
grow, the roots grow through the medium. This avoids internal
spiralling and improves growth. When it comes to replanting, Jiffy
Peat Pots eliminate transportation shock, as they do not need to be
removed from the pot. Just drop the plant and Jiffy pot straight into
its final planting position.

Code: 110045

Qty: 16

Jiffy 6cm Round Pots 26pk
··
6cm round pots

Qty: 24

Jiffy 7 Pellets 36pk
··
Made from compressed peat, wood pulp
and coir pith
··
Expands with water to provide the ideal
growing medium for seeds
··
36mm pellet

Code: 110047

Qty: 11

Jiffy 5cm Square Tray 50pk
··
5cm square cells
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WATER RETENTION CRYSTALS
Code: 02306

Qty: 6

Code: 02316

125g Water Gel Pouch
··
Super absorbant water storing crystals
··
For retaining water in baskets, pots and
containers
··
Reduces watering by up to 4 times

Qty: 6

250g Water Gel Pouch
··
Super absorbant water storing crystals
··
For retaining water baskets, pots and
containers
··
Reduces watering by up to 4 times

PLANT CADDYS
Code: 02320

Qty: 6

500g Water Gel Tub
··
Super absorbant water storing crystals
··
For retaining water baskets, pots and
containers
··
Reduces watering by up to 4 times

Code: GM09090

Qty: 10

30cm Round Wooden Caddy
··
Attractive natural look - can be stained to
match decor

Code: 09042

Qty: 10

33cm Round Heavy Duty Caddy
··
Makes light weight of heavy pots
··
For indoor or outdoor use
··
Tough epoxy finish
··
Brake on one wheel
··
Will hold up to 75kgs in weight.

Code: GM09095

Qty: 10

30cm Square Wooden Caddy
··
Attractive natural look - can be stained to
match decor

Code: 09041

Qty: 10

25cm Round Heavy Duty Caddy
··
Makes light weight of heavy pots
··
For indoor or outdoor use
··
Tough epoxy finish
··
Brake on one wheel
··
Will hold up to 50kgs in weight.

Code: 09045

Qty: 10

40cm Round Heavy Duty Caddy
··
Makes light weight of heavy pots
··
For indoor or outdoor use
··
Tough epoxy finish
··
Brake on one wheel
··
Will hold up to 100kgs in weight.

12
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PLANT CADDYS CONT
Code: 09043

Qty: 10

Code: 09044

25cm Square Heavy Duty Caddy
··
Makes light weight of heavy pots
··
For indoor or outdoor use
··
Tough epoxy finish
··
Brake on one wheel
··
Will hold up to 50kgs in weight.

Qty: 10

33cm Square Heavy Duty Caddy
··
Makes light weight of heavy pots
··
For indoor or outdoor use
··
Tough epoxy finish
··
Brake on one wheel
··
Will hold up to 75kgs in weight.

POT PLANT STANDS
Code: PAPSSHG

Qty: 5

Code: PAPSSHT

Small Pot Plant Stand Green
··
Help prevent damage to carpet, wooden
floors and decks by providing a raised
platform for pots and planters to sit on.
Pot Plant Stand size can be reduced by
clipping off sections of the arms.
··
Suitable for pots from 10 - 20cm

Qty: 5

Small Pot Plant Stand Terracotta
··
Help prevent damage to carpet, wooden
floors and decks by providing a raised
platform for pots and planters to sit on.
Pot Plant Stand size can be reduced by
clipping off sections of the arms.
··
Suitable for pots from 10 - 20cm

POT FEET

Code: PAPSSHB

Qty: 5

Small Pot Plant Stand Black
··
Help prevent damage to carpet, wooden
floors and decks by providing a raised
platform for pots and planters to sit on.
Pot Plant Stand size can be reduced by
clipping off sections of the arms.
··
Suitable for pots from 10 - 20cm

Code: PEEPF

Qty: 40

Plastic Pot Feet
··
Plastic pot feet provide a raised platform
for pots of all sizes
··
7.8L x 4.0W x 4.8H: cm (each foot)
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POTATO TUBS
Code: 09118

Qty: 18

Potato Tubs, 2pk
··
Tough, heavy-duty polyethylene.
··
Strong stitched seams and carry handles.
··
Drainage holes.
··
Reinforcing ring for top rim.
··
Two access flaps for potato harvest
without damaging the plants.
··
2 tubs per pack.
··
50H x 40D:cm
··
Outer doubles as a Display Merchandiser

TUNNEL CLOCHES
Code: 08775

Qty: 8

Tunnel Cloche with Polythene Cover
··
Polythene for climate improvement and
speedy growth
··
Tough wire frame construction
··
Easy access through lift-up sides
··
300L x 42W: cm

Code: 08773

Qty: 8

Tunnel Cloche with Black Net Cover
··
Netting for protection from birds
··
Tough wire frame construction
··
Easy access through lift-up sides
··
300L x 42W: cm

Code: 08780

Qty: 8

Tunnel Cloche with Insect Cover
··
Micromesh for pest protection
··
Tough wire frame construction
··
Easy access through lift-up sides
··
300L x 42W: cm
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HOSES
Description

Size

Qty

··

HZ7215P9130

Starter Hose Fitted

15m

3

··

HZ7230P4130

Starter Hose Unfitted

30m

3

HZ7230P9130

Starter Hose Fitted

30m

3

Code

Its hard wearing braided structure guarantees
quality and durability
A multi-purpose hose for general use in the
garden
Fitted hose includes 1 x hose connector with
flexitail, 1 x waterstop hose connector with
flexitail and 1 x tap connector
10 year guarantee

··
··

Code

Description

Size

Qty

HZ7715P9130

Ultra Flex Hose Fitted

15m

4

HZ7730P4130

Ultra Flex Hose Unfitted 30m

3

HZ7730P9130

Ultra Flex Hose Fitted

3

30m

··
··

Anti-kink hose with no twist technology
Its soft and supple reinforced structure
creates controlled flexiblity to make it easy to
handle for hassle-free storage
Fitted hose includes 1 x hose connector with
flexitail, 1 x waterstop hose connector with
flexitail and 1 x tap connector
20 year guarantee

··
··

Description

Size

Qty ··

HZ116239

Ultramax Hose Fitted

15m

4

HZ116245

Ultramax Hose Fitted

30m

3

HZ116250

Ultramax Hose Fitted 19mm

25m

2

Code

··
··
··
··

Description

Size

Qty ··

HZ7815P9130

Ultimate Hose Fitted

15m

4

HZ7830P4130

Ultimate Hose Unfitted

30m

3

HZ7830P9130

Ultimate Hose Fitted

30m

3

HZ139154

Ultimate Hose Fitted 19mm 50m

1

Code

··
··
··

Code

Description

Size

Qty

HZ80154130

Superhoze

15m

4

HZ80304130

Superhoze

30m

4

··
··
··
··

Robust, flexible, anti twist hose
Soft & Flex™ technology, provides superb
resistance to kinking
Weatherproof with UV and frost protection
Fitted hose includes 1 x hose connector with
flexitail, 1 x waterstop hose connector with
flexitail and 1 x tap connector
25 year guarantee

Anti-kink hose with no-twist technology and
reinforced crush proof hose
Its ultimate, robust 5 layer structure
guarantees durability, controlled flexibility and
weather resistance all year round
Fitted hose includes 1 x hose connector with
flexitail, 1 x waterstop hose connector with
flexitail and 1 x tap connector
30 year guarantee

Expands up to x3 its original length and
quickly shrinks back to its original size after
use
Never kinks or tangles, ensuring continuous
water flow
Manoeuvring and watering around your
garden is easy due to its lightweight
construction
Guaranteed leak-free fittings ensure a water
tight connection
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HOSE REELS
Code

Size

Qty

HZ2490R0000 Autoreel

20m

1

HZ2590R0000 Autoreel

30m

1

HZ2595R0000 Autoreel

40m

1

··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Code: HZ24254130

Qty: 4

Pico Reel 10m
··
Enclosed and free standing
··
Includes 10m of hose
··
Includes spray gun and connectors
··
Ideal for small deck, patios or for use on
boat and caravan
··
Spare parts available - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: HZ2410R0000

Qty: 2

Hose Reel, Holds 30m of Hose (No Hose)
··
Free standing, manual rewind hose reel
with a capacity of up to 30m of 12.5mm
hose.
··
Sturdy frame allows for quick and easy
rewinding
··
No more hose kinking and tangling
ensuring the life of your hose
··
Perfect for storing loose hose, reducing
the risk of trips

Description

New Zealand’s most popular Auto Reels
The ultimate in hose management, this wall mounted
reel combines the self layering mechanism with
automatic hose rewind.
The wall bracket and pivot tube allow the reel to swivel
through 180 degrees.
Replacement wall bracket (HZZ71007) available
HZ2490R0000 supplied with 20m hose, fittings &
accessories.
HZ2590R0000 supplied with 30m hose, fittings &
accessories
HZ2595R0000 supplied with 40m hose, fittings &
accessories
Spare parts available - refer to the back of this catalogue

Code: HZ2415R0000

Qty: 2

Compact 2 in 1 Reel with 25m Hose
··
Wall mounted or free standing.
··
Manual layering system with integral hose
guide.
··
Supplied with 25m of 11.5mm hose,
connectors and nozzle.
··
Spare parts available - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: HZ2360R0000

Qty: 10

Hose Hanger, holds 30m of Hose (No
Hose)
··
Wall mounted hanger and storage unit for
up to 30m of hose
··
Universal: can be used with most hoses
··
Hard wearing: perfect for storing loose
hose, reducing the risk of trips
··
Quick, easy and simple storage solution
during warmer weather
··
No more hose kinking and tangling
ensuring the life of your hose
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HOSE CARTS
Code: HZ2416R0000

Code: HZ2398R0000

Qty: 1

Qty: 5

60m Hose Cart (No Hose)
··
Wheeled hose cart with capacity up to
60m of hose
··
Freestanding with a handle for easy
movement around a garden
··
60m capacity of 12.5mm hose
··
Reinforced axis ensures stability and ease
of use, making all gardening tasks a breeze
··
One piece winding handle and sturdy
frame allow for quick and easy rewinding

Compact Cart Hose Reel with 30m Hose
··
Fully enclosed design protects the hose
from wear and tear.
··
Supplied with an accessory rack to hold a
nozzle or gun.
··
Foam covered retractable towing handle
··
Carry handle and wheels makes the reel
easy to move and store.
··
Supplied with 25m of high-quality hose
and all necessary fittings and accessories.
··
Spare parts available - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: HZ2434R0000

Qty: 2

60m Hose Cart with 30m Multi Purpose
Hose & Fittings
··
Lightweight reel with 30m of multi
purpose hose.
··
All fittings required to start watering
immediately included.
··
Foam-covered retractable towing handle
··
Spare parts available - refer to the back of
this catalogue

HOSE COMPONENTS
Code: HZ2436R0000

Qty: 1

60m Ultra Metal Hose Cart with 30m
Multi Purpose Hose & Fittings
··
Ready assembled 60m Metal cart with
30m of hose.
··
The steel drum is plated to ensure that the
cart stays rust free.
··
Supplied with 1 nozzle , 2 hose connectors
and 1 tap connector
··
Foam-covered retractable towing handle
··
Spare parts available - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: HZ21576002

Qty: 25

Tap Connector
··
For garden & garage taps with a 19mm
and 24mm OD male threaded outlet
··
The fitting screws to the tap spout to
provide click-on coupling.

Code
HZ2167A6002

Description

Size

Qty

Outdoor Threaded Tap Connector Bulk

25

··
··

For garden & garage taps with a 19mm
OD male threaded outlet
The fitting screws to the tap spout to
provide click-on coupling.

Code: HZ2041P0000

Qty: 10

Ultra Metal Outdoor Tap Connector
··
12mm and 19mm OD tap connector,
which is suitable for use with 95% of all
outdoor taps
··
High quality Nickel Plated Brass for
increased durability
··
Scratch and frost-resistant
··
Converts tap into a Hozelock quick
connect system
··
Quick and easy to install
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Code: HZ2166A6002

Qty: 25

Hose End Connector Bulk
··
Hozelock quick connect fitting for 12.5mm
& 15mm hose
··
Made from the highest quality materials
for increased durability
··
Fits quickly and easily to your Hozelock
system
··
Use at the tap end of the hosepipe for
best results

Code: HZ2050P0000

Qty: 10

Hose End Connector
··
Quick connect Hozelock fitting for
12.5mm & 15mm hose, this fitting is best
used at the TAP end of a hosepipe
··
Twin soft touch pads make this connector
easy to use, even when wet
··
The flexible hose-tail reduces stress at
the connection point to help reduce hose
kinking, swelling and leaking
··
Quick connect makes using this product
simple, quick and secure

Code: HZ2030P0000

Qty: 10

Ultra Metal Hose End Connector
··
Pro metal version of the Hozelock quick
connect fitting for 12.5mm & 15mm hose,
this fitting is best used at the TAP end of
a hosepipe
··
The Zinc die cast sleeve ensures the
connector is strong, durable and scratch
resistant
··
Tough engineering plastics for a long leak
free life
··
Easy to use, even when wet thanks to twin
soft touch pads

Code: HZ2176P9000

Qty: 10

Round Tap Connector
··
Round Tap connector (maximum
diameter 18mm) – Designed to fit round
and oval taps
··
A rubber sealant securely fits around
most round and oval taps for a leak free
connection
··
Adjustable stainless steel clip for simple
fitting
··
The universal male hose end connector is
compatible with all standard fittings

Code

Description

Size

Qty

HZ2266A6002

Water Stop Connector 18-19mm

Bulk

25

HZ2185A6002

Water Stop Connector 12-15mm

Bulk

25

··
··
··

Hozelock quick connect fitting for 12.5mm
& 15mm hose with AquaStop function
It has an internal valve that stops the
water flow when an accessory (e.g. a
spraygun ) is disconnected
Use at the hose end attachment end of
the hosepipe for best results

Code: HZ2055P0000

Qty: 10

AquaStop Connector
··
Quick connect Hozelock Aquastop fitting
for 12.5mm & 15mm hose, this fitting is
best used at the Gun end of a hosepipe
··
Twin soft touch pads make this connector
easy to use, even when wet
··
The flexible hose-tail reduces stress at
the connection point to help reduce hose
kinking, swelling and leaking
··
An internal valve stops the water flow
when an accessory (e.g. a spraygun) is
disconnected

Code: HZ2035P0000

Qty: 10

Ultra Metal Aqua Stop Connector
··
Quick connect & durable, premium
Hozelock AquaStop connector Fitting for
12.5mm & 15mm hose, is best used at the
GUN end of a hosepipe.
··
The Zinc die cast sleeve makes the Pro
Metal AquaStop strong, durable and
scratch resistant
··
It has an internal valve that stops the
water flow when an accessory (e.g. a
spraygun) is disconnected

Code: HZ2177P9000

Qty: 10

Round Mixer Tap Connector
··
Round Tap connector (maximum
diameter 24mm) – Designed to fit round
and oval indoor taps
··
A rubber sealant securely fits around most
round and oval taps to provide a leak free
connection
··
Simple to install by adjusting the stainless
steel clip
··
The universal male hose end connector is
compatible with all standard fittings
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Code: HZ2291A6002

Code: HZ2044P0000

Qty: 25

Metal Double Male Adaptor
··
Metal double-ended male connector
allowing two lengths of hose equipped
with female connectors to be joined
together
··
Made from Nickel Plated Brass for
ultimate strength and durability
··
Three year guarantee for peace of mind
··
Scratch and frost resistant

Double Male Adaptor
··
Allows two hoses to be joined together
using two hose connectors
··
Made from the highest quality materials
for ultimate durability
··
Can be used to extend the length of
garden hose or use as a temporary repair
solution
··
Fits all Hozelock Connectors

Code: HZ2289P9000

Qty: 10

Accessory Adaptor 19mm
··
Accessory Adaptor with threaded 19mm
BSP to enable quick connection between
Hozelock accesssories such as sprinklers
and Hozelock connectors
··
Made from the highest quality materials
··
Can be used to turn a female connector
into a male connector

Qty: 10

Code

Description

Size

Qty

HZ2100A6002

Hose Repair Connector, Bulk

12mm

25

HZ2200A6002

Hose Repair Connector, Bulk

19mm

25

··
··
··
··

For repairing damaged hose by joining two
pieces of hose together
Repair damaged hose 12.5mm in diameter
Use to permanently connect two lengths
of hose
Quick and simple to assemble

Code: HZ2043P0000

Qty: 10

Ultra Metal Hose Repair Connector
··
For repairing damaged hose, or
permanently connecting two lengths of
hose (12.5mm - 15mm)
··
Made from Nickel Plated Brass
··
It is strong, durable, scratch and frost
resistant
··
Can be used to connect two lengths of
hose together to extend the length

Code: HZ2150R0000

Qty: 2

4-Way Tap Connector
··
The 4 way tap connector converts a single
threaded tap into 4 taps, each with its
own flow control and can also be used to
connect two water computers to one tap
··
Fits all your standard Hozelock connectors
··
Indvidual flow control for up to four hose
outlets
··
Can be installed quickly and easily using
the included wall bracket, screws and
plugs

Code: HZ22560000

Qty: 5

Dual Control Valve
··
Dual Tap Connector allows two hoses to
be connected to a single tap
··
Independent water control valves for each
outlet
··
Two Hozelock male connectors with the
additional option to include a 3rd for use
‘inline’
··
Fits most standard garden taps
··
Easy to install
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Code: HZ22500000

Qty: 5

Flowmax 3-Way Tap Connector
··
Allows you to connect two watering
devices or hose pipes directly to one
outside tap and has a third, permanently
accessible outlet that rotates to allow
water to be directed into a bucket or
watering can
··
Connects directly to most garden taps
and is supplied with 21mm (1/2” BSP),
26.5mm (¾” BSP) or 33.3mm (1” BSP)
adaptors
··
Ideal for use with automatic watering
systems, controllers can be screwed
directly underneath the tap

Code: HZ6005R0000

Qty: 5

Hose Connector Set
··
Connect your Hozelock Hose Reel or Cart
to an outdoor tap in seconds
··
1.5m in length
··
Comes ready to use with attached 12mm
- 19mm tap connectors
··
Can fit 95% of outdoor taps

HOSE GUNS
Code: HZ2292A6002

Qty: 25

Hoze Nozzle
··
Adjustable spray fitting with male
connector
··
Made from high quality material for
increased durability
··
Quick connect male connector enables
a simple connection to your Hozelock
System
··
Adjustable head from wide cone to a
strong jet

Code: HZ2294P0001

Qty: 5

Hose Nozzle Plus
··
Adjustable spray fitting with male
connector with added flow control
··
Adjustable head with 3 spray patterns
··
Made from high quality materials for
increased durability
··
Quick connect male connector for easy
connection to the Hozelock system
··
Perfect for quick cleaning tasks
··
Lockable on/off flow control

Code: HZ2372P9000

··
··
··

Qty: 10

Watering Starter Set
Nozzle and connectors for 15mm and
19mm hose
Includes 1 x hose nozzle, 1 x standard
connector, 1 x waterstop connector, 1 x
tap connector

Code: HZ2352P0000

Qty: 10

Watering Starter Set
··
Nozzle and connectors for 12mm to
15mm hose
··
Includes 1 x hose nozzle, 1 x standard
connector, 1 x waterstop connector, 1 x
tap connector

Code: HZ2674P0000

Qty: 5

Jet Spray Gun
··
Compact water spray gun with three spray
patterns that is perfect for cleaning and
watering
··
Quick connect male connector for simple
connection to the Hozelock System
··
3 Spray patterns for general gardening and
cleaning tasks
··
Lockable trigger for comfort during
extended use
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Code: HZ26960000

Qty: 5

Ultramax Jet Plus Spray Gun
··
Die cast metal body for ultimate strength
and durability
··
Lockable trigger and separate flow control
··
Three spray patterns
··
Universal male hose end connector is
compatible with all Hozelock fittings

Code: HZ2347P0000

Qty: 5

Watering Starter Set with Multi Spray
Gun
··
Multi Spray gun and connectors (1
x standard connector, 1 x waterstop
connector, 1 x tap connector) for 12.5mm
and 15mm hose
··
Five spray patterns for all garden tasks
··
Quick connect male connector allows
a simple connection to your Hozelock
System
··
Flow control that adjusts the level of water
sprayed

Code: HZ26950000

Code: HZ2676P0000

Qty: 5

Multi Spray Gun
··
Compact water spray gun that is packed
with features including five spray patterns,
making it perfect for watering and
cleaning
··
Five spray patterns for all garden tasks
··
Made from high quality materials for
increased durability
··
Quick connect male connector allows
a simple connection to your Hozelock
System
··
Flow control that adjusts the level of water
sprayed

Code: HZ26980000

Qty: 5

Ultramax Multi Spray Gun
··
The Multi Spray Gun Ultramax is the
ultimate watering and cleaning gun
··
Die cast metal body for ultimate strength
and durability
··
Lockable on/off trigger with separate flow
control
··
Seven spray patterns
··
Universal male hose end connector is
compatible with all Hozelock fittings

Qty: 5

Ultra Twist Gun
··
A unique 2-in-1 spray gun, that with a
simple twist converts into a lawn sprinkler
to save you time switching between
attachments
··
Multi-purpose spray gun with choice of 4
spray patterns
··
Integrated Lawn Sprinkler with 69m² area
coverage
··
Ergonomic handle for added comfort and
reduced fatigue during use
··
Lockable trigger and seperate flow control

Code: HZ26990000

Qty: 6

Telescopic Lance Spray Plus
··
Long Reach Watering with added comfort,
perfect for hanging baskets
··
Long reach telescopic handle – up to
140cm
··
Adjustable head angle that provides
convenience for watering plants at
different heights
··
Seven spray patterns for all gardening and
cleaning tasks

Code: HZ26970000

Qty: 6

Lance Spray Plus
··
Long Reach Watering: with added
comfort.
··
Long reach handle of 90cm
··
Adjustable head angle that provides
convenience for watering plants at
different heights
··
Five spray patterns for general gardening
and cleaning tasks
··
Lockable on/off flow control for
continuous spraying
··
Provides extra reach compared to
standard multi-spray guns
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Code: HZ2510P0000

Qty: 5

Vortex Sprinkler with Spike
··
High performance spike garden sprinkler
– water covers circular areas up to 15m in
diameter
··
Reach a maximum area coverage of
177m²
··
Twin arm spikes with 8 jets provide even
coverage
··
Ideal for use with turf and established
plants
··
Mounted on tough spike for use in lawns
and borders that provides great stability

Code: HZ2520P0000

Qty: 5

Rotating Sprinkler
··
High Performance sled garden sprinkler
– waters circular areas up to 18m in
diameter
··
Four arm rotating sprinkler for great
coverage
··
Reach a maximum area coverage of
254m²
··
Two spray settings ideal for turf,
established plants, seeds and seedlings

Code: HZ2332P0000

Qty: 5

Aqua Storm 360 Spike Sprinkler
··
The ultimate lawn sprinkler – waters
circles and part circles up to 20m in
diameter
··
High performance spike sprinkler
··
Reach a maximum area coverage of
314m²
··
Rotating sprinkler that can water a full or
part circle
··
Ultra even coverage due to water
powered motor and 5 jets
··
The metal spike ensures quality and
durability during use

Code: HZ22100000

Qty: 5

Auto Off Controller
··
A tap mounted watering controller that
can be manually set for a period up to 120
minutes and will automatically switch off
to help you save water
··
Easy to set up
··
Simple mechanical dial to set watering
duration
··
Select watering duration of up to 120
minutes
··
No batteries required

Code: HZ2515P0000

Qty: 5

Sprinkler Dial Vortex 8
··
Easy to use dial garden sprinkler – 8
patterns to suit all watering shapes and
types
··
Class-leading dial sprinkler
··
8 spray patterns to suit all needs
··
Maximum area coverage 79m²
··
Soft-touch, easy-grip adjuster ring means
you can change the spray setting anytime,
even with wet hands!

Code: HZ2972P0000

Qty: 5

Aqua Storm 15 Sprinkler
··
Adjustable water driven sprinklers that
oscillate forwards and backwards giving
even coverage
··
High performance Sled sprinkler
··
Reach a maximum area coverage of
180m²
··
Oscillating sprinkler that can water a full or
part rectangle
··
Ultra even coverage due to water
powered motor and 15 jets

Code: HZ25500000

Qty: 5

Pulsating Sprinkler
··
Adjustable area coverage from 65 degrees
to 360 degrees
··
Maximum area coverage: 450m 2
··
Spray pattern can be modified, shorter
range and wide area or longer reach with
narrow spray
··
Multiple units can be linked in line with
use of additional 2289 accessory adaptor
··
Metal ground spike and impact
components for durability

Code: HZ22120000

Qty: 2

Sensor Controller
··
A tap mounted watering controller that
automatically waters every day at sunrise
and sunset, the best time to water your
garden
··
Easy to set up
··
Day light sensor automatically adjusts
daily watering schedule to coincide with
changing time of sunrise and sunset
··
Manual water now button for 60 minutes
of watering at any time
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Code: HZ70220000
Code: HZ22140000

Qty: 2

Sensor Controller Plus
··
Waters once or twice per day, either
sunrise, sunset or sunrise and sunset
··
Adjustable schedule to water everyday,
every 2 days, 3 days, 5 days or 7 days
··
Manual water now button for 10, 30 or 60
minutes for watering at any time

Code: HZ70170000

Qty: 5

Easy Drip Straight Connector 2pk
··
The Straight Connector allows you to
either extend or repair 13mm hoses by
simply screwing into place
··
Compatible with all 13mm hoses
··
Provides a water tight connection
··
Can be removed and re-used if required
··
Simple to put in place

Code: HZ70250000

Qty: 5

Easy Drip T Piece 4mm 10pk
··
Allows simultaneous watering of two
separate areas
··
Compatible with 4mm hoses
··
Can be used to supply individual drippers
··
Provides a water tight connection
··
Can be removed and re-used if required

Code: HZ70190000

Qty: 5

Easy Drip Elbow 2pk
··
For creating 90 degree bends in 13mm
supply hoses
··
Compatible with all 13mm hoses
··
Creates a 90 degree bend to enable easy
hose positioning around walls
··
Provides a water tight connection
··
Can be removed and re-used if required

Qty: 5

Easy Drip Pressure Regulator
··
Reduces your tap water pressure for
Automatic Watering systems
··
Can be used in conjunction with
Automatic Watering controllers
··
Includes connectors for both 13mm &
4mm hose
··
Includes accessory adaptor allowing you
to fit the Pressure Regulator onto a hose
connector
··
Fits both 1/2” (G1/2) and 3/4” (G3/4) BSP
taps

Code: HZ70210000

Qty: 3

Easy Drip Flexi Hose 20m
··
A highly flexible hose that carries water
from your tap to individual drippers
positioned around your garden
··
Highly flexible for easy installation
··
Easy to cut to create your own set-up
··
Can be buried underground for discreet
installation
··
13mm UV stable construction provides
excellent durability

Code: HZ70160000

Qty: 5

Easy Drip End Plug 2pk
··
For sealing the end of 13mm supply hoses
··
Compatible with all 13mm hoses.
··
Provides a water tight seal at the end of
the hose.
··
Can be removed and re-used if required.
··
Can be used in conjunction with the
Hozelock Peg to secure the hose in place.

Code: HZ2772P0000

Qty: 5

Easy Drip 10m Supply Hose
··
Highly flexible for easy installation.
··
Allows for discreet installation to pots,
containers and hanging baskets.
··
Layouts can be created for any garden
design.
··
Can be used with our Easy Drip or Class
Micro Irrigation systems.
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Code: HZ70180000

Code: HZ70140000

Qty: 5

Easy Drip T-Piece 13mm 2pk
··
Allows efficient watering of two separate
areas of the garden
··
Compatible with all 13mm hoses
··
Allows supply hoses to reach two separate
areas of the garden
··
Provides a water tight connection
··
Can be removed and re-used if required

Code: HZ70150000

Qty: 5

Code: HZ70200000

Easy Drip Adaptor Nut 5pk
··
Adapts the Universal Dripper to connect
to both 4mm hose and existing Automatic
Watering drippers
··
Adapts the Universal Dripper to provide
a connection to 4mm hose to discreetly
water up to 5 containers
··
Easy to install providing a quick and water
tight connection
··
Can be removed and re-used if required

Code

Description

Qty

HZ70100000

Universal Dripper 5pk

5

HZ70110000

Universal Dripper 10pk

5

··
··
··
··

Easy to install Universal Dripper ideal for
watering borders, hedges and vegetables
patches
The cleverly engineered design, allows for a
safe and smooth piercing of the hose for an
easy, water tight installation
Supplied with an innovative ground peg for
easy positioning and angle selection from 0 to
90 degrees
Easily move and re-position drippers as your
garden changes

Code: HZ70240000

Qty: 4

Easy Drip Micro Kit
··
Complete watering kit for up to 15
containers
··
Easily water your pots, containers and
hanging baskets saving you time, effort
and water
··
Optimised number of components
ensures easy setup
··
Combine with any water controller for
Automatic Watering
··
Modular in design so kits can be easily
connected together to make a larger
system

Qty: 5

Easy Drip Sealing Clips 5pk
··
Seals holes in 13mm Flexi Hose when
Universal Drippers are moved into a new
position
··
Quick and easy to install, providing a
secure and reliable water tight seal
··
Compatible with Hozelock 13mm Flexi
Hose
··
Can be removed and re-used if required

Qty: 5

Easy Drip Pegs 5pk
··
An innovative ground Peg that can be
used to position Universal and Micro
Drippers, 13mm and 4mm hose exactly
where you need them
··
Compatible with 13mm & 4mm supply
hoses.
··
Enables the Universal and Micro Drippers
to be positioned exactly how you want
them, providing targeted watering for
your garden.
··
Can be removed and re-used if required.

Code: HZ70120000

Qty: 5

Easy Drip Micro Universal Dripper 5pk
··
Easy to install micro dripper compatible
with 4mm hose for watering pots,
containers and hanging baskets
··
Regulate the water flow from 0 to 20 litres
per hour giving you complete control of
water delivery to your plants
··
Supplied with an innovative ground peg
for easy positioning

Code: HZ70230000

Qty: 2

Easy Drip Universal Kit
··
Complete watering kit for an area up to
10m²
··
Easily water your borders, hedges and
vegetable gardens saving you time, effort
and water
··
A select number of components ensure
easy setup
··
Combine with any water controller for
Automatic Watering
··
Modular in design so kits can be easily
connected together to make a larger
system
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AQUA SPRAYERS

SPRAYERS
Code: HZ45074130

Qty: 6

5L Standard Killaspray
··
22-26 Pumps to fully pressurise bottle
··
Last drop system for emptying entire
contents
··
New integrated pump and pressure
release valve unit
··
Large neck for easier fill
··
5 litre max fill
··
1 year guarantee
··
Spare parts available - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: WSM00401

Qty: 12

500ml Aqua Spray Bottle
··
Trigger, with filter fitted to foot of intake
tube.
··
Bottles have gradations.

Code

Description

Size

Qty

WSP00104

Pressure Sprayer

1L

6

WSP00203

Pressure Sprayer

2L

6

··
··

Heavy duty trigger with brass nozzles and
filter fitted to foot of intake tube.
Bottles have gradations.

Code: WSM00302

Qty: 12

1L Aqua Spray Bottle
··
Trigger, with filter fitted to foot of intake
tube.
··
Bottles have gradations.

WATERING CANS
Code: WCP04526

Qty: 6

1.2L Plastic Watering Can
··
Small watering can ideal for indoor plants

Code

Description

Size

Qty

WCP04540

Plastic Watering Can

5L

6

WCP04557

Plastic Watering Can

10L

6

Code: WCP04533

Qty: 6

1.8L Plastic Watering Can
··
Small watering can ideal for indoor plants

Code: WCAR5&10

Qty: 5

Rose for Plastic 5 & 10ltr Watering Can,
White
For use on all purpose watering cans
Code: WCA04649

Qty: 6

Rose for Plastic 5ltr Watering Can, Black

For use on WCP04540 watering cans
··
··

Large plastic watering can ideal for indoor
and outdoor use
Removable rose

Code: WCA04656

Qty: 6

Rose for Plastic 10ltr Watering Can, Black

For use on WCP04557 watering cans
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PLANT SUPPORT
Code: 08214

Qty: 6

Code

1.2m Crown Obelisk
··
Spiked feet for secure fixing.
··
Creates a decorative, practical feature in
minutes.
··
Ideal for long stemmed and climbing
plants
··
22W x 120H: cm

Description

Size

Qty

08202

Spiral Obelisk

24W x 90H: cm

10

08206

Spiral Obelisk

26W x 150H: cm 6

··
··
··
··
··

Modern spiral design in durable coated
wire.
Spiked feet.
Ideal for long-stemmed and climbing
plants.
Indented legs, ideal for containers.
90cm, 120cm &150cm high

Code: 08219

Qty: 4

1.8m Parisian Obelisk
··
Creates a stunning border or patio feature.
··
Attractive barley twist finial.
··
Spiked feet for secure fixing.
··
Made from plastic coated steel for long
life.
··
Ideal for climbing plants such as sweet
peas, honeysuckle, clematis or rambling
rose.
··
30W x 180H: cm

HANDY PACKS
Code: 12000

Qty: 12

30m Clip Twist
··
Strong plastic coated wire
··
For home and garden use
··
Easy clip action

Code: 12005

Qty: 6

100m Clip Twist
··
Strong plastic coated wire
··
For home and garden use
··
Easy clip action for cutting to length

Code: 12103

Qty: 12

Twisty Tie 7m
··
Strong and durable flexible plant tie
··
Will not cut or strangle plants
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HANDY PACKS CONT
Code: 14020

Qty: 10

Garden Wire Heavy Weight
··
Strong and rot proof
··
For tying, training and fixing
··
General purpose for home and garden
··
2mm x 15m

Code: 11502

Qty: 12

Adjustable Plant Ties 50pk
··
For securing plants to supports
··
Rot proof
··
Self locking

Code: 13032

Code: 14000

Qty: 10

Garden Wire Light Weight
··
Strong and rot proof
··
For tying, training and fixing
··
General purpose for home and garden
··
1.2mm x 50m

Code: 12100

Qty: 12

Wire Twists 100pk
··
Pre cut plastic coated wire twists for
general use
··
For securing plants to support
··
Strong and flexible
··
Rot-proof

Qty: 12

Code: 13034

Qty: 6

500g Jute Twine
··
General purpose
··
Extra strong 3 ply
··
Biodegradable
··
Approximately 300m long

250g Jute Twine
··
General purpose
··
Extra strong 3 ply
··
Biodegradable
··
Approximately 165m long

PLANT LABELS
Code: 10050

Qty: 12

Plant Labels 50pk
··
Holed labels for planning or tagging
··
Reusable
··
Rot proof
··
100mm long

Code: 10021A

Qty: 12

Bulk Plant Labels 250pk
··
Holed labels for planning or tagging
··
Reusable
··
Rot proof
··
100mm long
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TREE-LOK

FLORAL FOAM
Code: GOTL

Qty: 1

Code: FLWS

25m Tree-Lok, 2pk
··
Continuous length of plastic self-locking
tree tie.
··
Total length 50m

Qty: 20

Floral Foam Wet
··
Wet: Offers quick water saturation and
extended floral life. Ideal for the most
popular fresh flower arrangements.
··
Each block individually wrapped
··
22.5W x 10H x 7.5D: cm

Code: FLDS

Qty: 20

Floral Foam Dry
··
Dry: An excellent base for delicate
dried or heavier stemmed silk flower
arrangements. Does not absorb liquids.
Holds stems easily and securely.
··
Each block individually wrapped
··
22.5W x 10H x 7.5D: cm

GARDEN NETTING

KNEELER
Code: 34599

Qty: 4

Foldaway Garden Kneeler & Seat
··
Folds flat for compact storage.
··
Use either as handy seat, or turn it over to
use as a kneeler.

Code: 65010

Qty: 20

6m x 2m Garden Netting
··
Diamond mesh for “flex” and “stretch”
into shape required.
··
15cm mesh.

Code: 65100

Qty: 20

Multi-Purpose Garden Netting
··
Knitted Garden Netting.
··
Suitable for general crop and pond
protection.
··
Includes 10 ground pegs.

Code: 65030

Qty: 12

6m x 4m Garden Netting
··
Diamond mesh for “flex” and “stretch”
into shape required.
··
15cm mesh.
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GARDEN NETTING CONT
Code: 65000

Code: 66020

Qty: 30

Code: 66000

Code: 66010

Qty: 30

Code

··

Low cost easy to use planter bags
in hang sell packaging

Qty: 20

6m x 1.7m Bean & Pea Net
··
Diamond mesh for “flex” and “stretch”
into shape required.
··
Ideal for climbing plants, beans and peas

4m x 1.7m Bean & Pea Net
··
Diamond mesh for “flex” and “stretch”
into shape required.
··
Ideal for climbing plants, beans and peas

PLANTER BAGS

Qty: 12

10m x 1.7m Bean & Pea Net
··
Diamond mesh for “flex” and “stretch”
into shape required.
··
Ideal for climbing plants, beans and peas

3m x 2m Garden Netting
··
Diamond mesh for “flex” and “stretch”
into shape required.
··
15cm mesh.

Description

Size

Qty

GRCPB3/4

0.45 Ltr, 10pk 64L x 64W x 150H: mm

5

GRCPB1.5

0.90 Ltr, 10pk 90L x 90W x 150H: mm

5

GRCPB2

1.2 Ltr, 10pk

90L x 90W x 200H: mm

5

GRCPB3

1.7 Ltr, 10pk

100L x 100W x 200H: mm

5

GRCPB5

2.8 Ltr, 10pk

120L x 120W x 130H: mm

5

GRCPB6.5

3.6 Ltr, 10pk

130L x 130W x 200H: mm

5

GRCPB8

4.5 Ltr, 10pk

140L x 140W x 280H: mm

5

GRCPB12

6.75 Ltr, 5pk

160L x 160W x 320H: mm

5

GRCPB18

10 Ltr, 5pk

180L x 180W x 360H: mm

5

GRCPB28

12 Ltr, 5pk

200L x 200W x 420H: mm

5

GRCPB40

18 Ltr, 5pk

230L x 230W x 460H: mm

5
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TEST KITS & THERMOMETERS
Code: GM64656

Qty: 12

Wall Thermometer
··
Accurate and durable plastic
thermometer for use around the garden
and home.
··
Centigrade and Fahrenheit calibration.

Code: GM16030

Code: GM16010

Qty: 12

Wooden Thermometer
··
Accurate and durable wooden
thermometer for use around the garden
and home.
··
Centigrade and Fahrenheit calibration.
··
Beech wood - FSC© certified timber.

Qty: 6

Push Button Thermometer
··
Accurate and durable plastic
thermometer for use around the garden
and home.
··
Shows maximum and minimum
temperature in both Centigrade and
Fahrenheit.
··
Mercury free

Code: GM16063

Qty: 6

Soil pH Testing Kit
··
Checks soils suitability for certain crops.
··
Soil pH testing kit (liquid and barium
sulphate powder based).
··
Suitable for approx 15 tests.

Code: GM16070

Qty: 6

Combination pH & Moisture Meter
··
Dual function meter measures the pH
levels and moisture levels of soil.
··
Moisture and optimum pH level guide
included.
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HEDGE SHEARS
Code: FK1023631

Qty: 4

PowerGear® X Hedge Shear HSX92
··
For effortless trimming of hedges and
bushes.
··
Unique PowerGear™ mechanism makes
cutting up to 3 times easier vs standard
mechanisms.
··
Light-weight and durable with PTFE
coated precision ground blades.
··
Optimum comfort and balance with
SoftGrip™ handle construction.
··
Hedge Shear Length: 630mm
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK9171

Qty: 6

Wavy Blade Hedge Shear
··
Ideal for shaping hedges and shrubs
··
Wavy-blade design grips while cutting for
mistake-free trimming
··
Tension control knob adjusts blades for
cutting denser branches
··
Fully hardened, precision-ground steel
blades stay sharp, even through heavy use
··
203mm blades cut all the way to the tip
··
Hedge Shear Length: 635mm

Code: FK91696935

Qty: 6

Telescopic Hedge Shear
··
Durable steel handles
··
Fully hardened steel blades
··
Cushioned grips and shock-absorbing
bumper
··
Cutting length – 21.5cm
··
Serrated blades grip and hold branches for
a clean cut
··
Telescoping handles allow tool to be
extended to desired length
··
Tight-locks hold tool secure at desired
length
··
Hedge Shear Length: 660-840mm
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK91846935

Qty: 6

Sculpting Hedge Shear
··
Ideal for trimming and shaping hedges
and decorative shrubs
··
Shorter handles offer easy use and
excellent maneuverability
··
Tension control knob adjusts blades for
cutting denser branches
··
Fully hardened, precision-ground steel
blades stay sharp, even through heavy use
··
25.4cm blades cut all the way to the tip
··
Cut out in blade for ease of cutting small
twigs
··
Softgrip® touchpoints enhance comfort
and control
··
Hedge Shear Length: 470mm

GRASS SHEARS
Code: FK113710

Qty: 4

Easy Reach Grass & Hedge Shear
··
Long handled - 110cm
··
Unique lever mechanism
··
Cuts up to 10mm in diameter
··
Blade length 22cm
··
Cutting head rotates 270 degrees
··
Grass Shear Length: 1.1m
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK92105946

Qty: 2

Long Handled Grass Shear
··
Cutting head rotates 360 degrees for easy
trimming at any angle
··
Long-lasting fully hardened stainless steel
blades
··
Strong, lightweight aluminium handle
··
91.5cm. handle eliminates bending and
crouching to cut grass
··
Grass Shear Length: 125mm
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TREE PRUNERS

GRASS SHEARS CONT
Code: FK113680

Qty: 4

Servo 360° Grass Shear
··
Adjustable 360° cutting angle, nonjamming servo mechanism
··
Single handed operation.
··
Suitable for left or right handed use

Code: FK1023624

Qty: 4

PowerGear™X Telescopic Tree Pruner
UPX86
··
Extended reach for cutting fresh wood up
to 32mm
··
Shaft length adjustable from 2.4 to 4m,
maximum reach 6m
··
Adjustable cutting head, up to 230°
··
Orange cutting support for added visibility
··
Durable soft-grip handles and non-slip
base
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK110950

Qty: 4

Branch Saw UP80 Plus Part
··
Offers a useful addition to the garden
cutter range and allows for great cutting
power over thicker branches
··
This plus part can be used with many of
the garden cutters in the Fiskar range and
thanks to tis adjustable sawing angle can
reach up to difficult spots and is able to
cut branches with a diameter as much as
380mm

Code: FK1023625

Qty: 2

PowerGear™X Tree Pruner UPX82
··
Extended reach for cutting fresh wood up
to 32mm
··
Cutting range approximately 4.5m
··
Adjustable cutting head, up to 230°
··
Orange cutting support for added visibility
··
Durable soft-grip handles and non-slip
base
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK110460

Qty: 4

Extension Pole UP80 Plus Part
··
A handy addition to the universal cutter
range because it extends the reach of the
universal cutters to which it attaches for
use with model UP82
··
This extension pole can put a cutter up to
a cutting height of 5m

Code: FK9398

Qty: 4

Power Lever Tree Pruner
··
PowerLever® Technology increases your
cutting power. WoodZig® blade design
cuts on the pull stroke and cleans on the
push for faster cutting
··
Steel head with fiberglass pole
··
Non stick coated blade w/29mm capacity
··
Patented sliding hand grip
··
Pole Length: 4.3m
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue
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TREE PRUNERS CONT
Code: FK62107

Code: FK115950

Qty: 3

Qty: 3

Classic Tree Pruner
··
Fiskars Tree Pruners are multi-use tools
that allow accessibility to tree crowns and
dense bushes, enabling the gardener to
trim overhead without needing a ladder
or at ground level without bending or
kneeling
··
25mm cutting capacity
··
Long reach shaft makes hard to reach
garden tasks accessible from a safe
standing position
··
Shaft length adjustable from to 3250mm
··
Allows 3.25 m reach
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Tree Pruner with Pole
··
Fiskars Tree Pruners are multi-use tools
that allow accessibility to tree crowns and
dense bushes, enabling the gardener to
trim overhead without needing a ladder
or at ground level without bending or
kneeling
··
Pole Length:1.65m
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

PRUNERS
Code: FK110970

Qty: 4

Fruit Picker UP80 Plus Part
··
A handy addition to the Universal Cutter
range because it utilizes the great height
to help you harvest fruit even from the
higher tree tops with damaging the goods.
The bag is made of durable cotton fabric
and to assist lifting, the frame is made of
Fiskars signature FiberComp which will
neither rust or wear out
··
Can be used with FK115360, FK115560
and FK110460

Code: FK1023628

Qty: 4

PowerGear® X Pruner PX94
··
For heavy cutting of fresh branches up to
26mm.
··
Unique PowerGear™ mechanism makes
cutting up to 3.5 times easier vs standard
mechanisms
··
Light-weight and durable FiberComp
constuction and blades for ultimate
performance
··
Conformed SoftGrip™ handles for
optimum comfort and balance.
··
Optimized for medium and large hand
sizes
··
Pruner Length: 215mm
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK1023630

Qty: 4

PowerGear® X Pruner PX92
··
For cutting of fresh branches up to Ø 20
mm.
··
Unique PowerGear™ mechanism makes
cutting up to 3.5 times easier vs standard
mechanisms
··
Light-weight and durable FiberComp
constuction and blades for ultimate
performance
··
Conformed SoftGrip™ handles for
optimum comfort and balance.
··
Optimized for small and medium hand
sizes
··
Pruner Length: 205mm
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK68406946

Qty: 6

Titanium Pro Bypass Pruner
··
Titanium coated blade stays sharper
longer.
··
Tough full sized Pruner ideal for larger
hands.
··
Pruner Length: 230mm
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue
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Code: FK210215

Qty: 6

Euro Bypass Pruner Small
··
Comfortable non-slip grip
··
Coated blade reduces cutting friction
··
Pruner Length: 160mm
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK111670

Code: FK111260

Qty: 8

Bypass Single Step Pruner P26
··
Beautifully simple and elegantly designed
pruner for all basic pruning tasks around
the garden
··
Pruning is made easy thanks to their non
stick PTFE coating on the upper blade
which reduces friction and makes cutting
and cleaning easier
··
Pruner Length: 210mm
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Qty: 4

Anvil Powerstep Pruner P83
··
For pruning hard wood is a neat and
comfortable pruner for gardeners who
appreciate design and innovation in a
single pair of secateurs
··
With FiberComp handles for lightness and
a PTFE coated upper blade, pruning is a
··
breeze
··
The intelligent PowerStep™ mechanism
allows users to cut thicker branches in
one, two or three steps while the non stick
PTFE coating on the upper blade reduces
friction to make cutting and cleaning
easier
··
Pruner Length: 190mm

Code: FK111610

Qty: 4

Smartfit Pruner P68
··
A great multi-purpose pruner for pruning
thicker and thinner branches
··
This bypass secateurs is a comfortable fit
in the hand thanks to its SoftGrip handles
and ergonomic design
··
This new opening aperture enables quick
snipping of thinner branches as well as
heavier thicker branches up to 24mm in
diameter
··
The pruner features a convenient locking
mechanism which is accessible with one
hand providing safety in storage and in use
··
Pruner Length: 210mm

Code: FK9433

Qty: 12

Pruner Holster
··
Durable nylon construction with 3 pockets
··
Versatile size fits most pruners
··
Fastens quickly to belt
··
Holster Length: 230mm
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SNIPS & SCISSORS
Code: FK157920-5001

Code: FK1005692

Qty: 4

Qty: 3

Cuts + More Scissors
··
Heavy duty scissors with take-apart design
for easy cleaning
··
Fully hardened, precision-ground steel
blades stay sharp and provide excellent
cutting performance on a wide variety of
materials
··
Includes sharpener, tape cutter, knife, built
in wire cutter, twine cutter and bottle
opener
··
Dishwasher safe for easy cleaning
··
Scissors Length: 228mm

Shopboss Hardware Scissors
··
Titanium nitride blade coating
··
The perfect go-to tool for your garage,
toolbox or tool belt
··
Cuts light metal, cuts carpet and flooring,
cuts and strips wire.
··
Also clips to belt, deburns edges, holds
pencils, cuts taped boxes
··
Scissors Length: 286mm

LOPPERS
Code: FK399205-1002

Qty: 3

Multi Snip Pruner with Holster
··
The Gardener’s Multi Tool: four tools in
one: Pruning Snip, Utility Knife, Serrated
Knife and Wire Cutter.
··
Comes with Bonus Holster.
··
Scissors Length: 180mm

Code: FK112590

Qty: 4

Powergear® II Hook Lopper, Large
··
POWERGEAR II with its unique gearing
system and lightweight Fibre Composite
makes maintenance a breeze!
··
Hook Head for heavy cutting of fresh
wood
··
Bypass cutting action to reach branch
base
··
Lightweight enables long cutting hours
with less muscle strain
··
Softouch™ handle for better grip
··
Cutting capacity: 50mm
··
Handle length: 700mm
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK112490

Qty: 4

Powergear X Lopper LX98
··
For heavy cutting of fresh wood up to 55
mm in diameter.
··
Bypass blades for easy catching of
branches and a clean cuts.
··
Optimal catch due to curved lower blade.
··
Less strain and less pain
··
Built to last longer
··
Designed for greater comfort
··
Cutting capacity: 55mm
··
Handle length: 690mm
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK91686935

Qty: 6

Telescopic Lopper
··
Strong lightweight extruded aluminium
blades
··
Corrosion resistant
··
Non-stick blade
··
Cushioned grips
··
Shockabsorbing bumper for comfort
··
Durable steel handles
··
Non-stick coated upper blade for easier
cutting
··
Cutting capacity: 50mm
··
Telescoping handles allow tool to be
extended to desired length (680-940mm)
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue
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Code: FK9143

Qty: 6

Bypass Lopper
··
Ideal for cutting thick branches
··
Fully hardened, precision-ground steel
blade stays sharp, even through heavy use
··
Softgrip® touchpoints enhance comfort
and control
··
Cutting capacity: 38mm
··
Handle length: 710mm

Code: FK91326935J

Qty: 6

Powerlever Lopper
··
Power-Lever® mechanism increases
leverage to make cutting 2X easier than
single pivot loppers
··
Sharp, precision-ground blade edge
··
Fully hardened blade holds sharp edge
longer
··
Cutting capacity: 50mm
··
Handle length: 710m
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

CULTIVATING TOOLS
Code: FK79936935

Qty: 4

Long Handle Edger
··
Great for edging, cleaning walkways and
driveways, and creating landscape edging.
··
Sharpened steel blade with big step for
power and comfort.
··
Welded steel construction. Dual grip for
added comfort.
··
Strong steel shaft.
··
Hang hole for easy storage.
··
Edger Length: 1000mm

Code: FK1020126

Qty: 4

Xact™ Weed puller
··
Carved out of stainless steel, this Fiskars
weed puller helps remove root weeds in
the most effortless manner.
··
The weed puller lets you stand upright
when weeding your garden, helping keep
backache and muscle strain at bay.
··
Also, the handling comfort and
convenience on offer can be attributed
to the puller’s ergonomically designed
handle.

RAKES
Code: FK01134

Qty: 6

Wide Leaf Rake
··
Lightweight, strong, durable Nyglass®
construction.
··
Very wide rake with 25 bent teeth for
raking wide surfaces.
··
Improved geometry of teeth allows for
larger movements and prevents branches
from getting caught in the rake.
··
Handle length: 1590mm
··
Head size: 230 x 515mm
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DIGGING TOOLS
Code: FK131400

Qty: 4

Ergonomic Straight Spade
··
The ergonomically designed range of
spade and fork guarantee a good working
posture.
··
The long handle and the 40 degree lifting
angle minimises the strain on the back
and shoulders and the bent grip gives the
hand a natural working posture.
··
Spade Length: 1250mm

Code: FK133400

Qty: 4

Ergonomic Digging Fork
··
Lightweight digging fork for cultivating
the soil
··
Plastic coated shaft of hardened
aluminium
··
Prongs of boron steel
··
Ergonomic handle with comfortable, soft
plastic coating
··
Fork Length: 1250mm

Code: FK132430

Qty: 3

Ergo Post Hole Shovel
··
Ergonomically designed, with a long
lightweight handle for extra leverage
··
A trade quality shovel ideal for digging
post holes and clearing deep, narrow
holes and pits
··
Tough enough for the most rugged jobs
··
Sharpened blade allows for easy digging
and better penetration of the soil
··
Clever 40° angle on the handle minimises
strain on the back and shoulders
··
Sovel Length: 1470mm

Code: FK131410

Qty: 4

Ergonomic Pointed Garden Spade
··
Pointed, sharpened cutting edge for slicing
and cutting grass tufts and moving and
mixing soil
··
The 170 handle angle of the handle means
that the hand stays in a natural position
which reduces strain on the hand and
wrist
··
The Y-shaped handle ensures a
comfortable and firm grip
··
The tear drop shaped steel shaft with
a plastic coating makes it extremely
durable, maximises grip and insulates
against the cold
··
Spade Length: 1250mm

Code: FK132400

Qty: 2

Ergo Shovel
··
For transferring and shifting soil
··
Extra long handle to minimise body
movement
··
40°lifting angle minimising strain on the
back
··
A bent grip giving the hand a natural
working posture
··
Tear drop steel shaft with plastic coating
··
Sharpened steel blade for better
penetration into the soil
··
Sharpened blade allows for easy digging
and better penetration of the soil
··
Shovel Length: 1250mm

Code: FK96536935

Qty: 2

Post Hole Pincher
··
Narrow handle profile allows deeper dig
··
Blade spread 16.5cm
··
Sharpened blade to cut tough soil
··
Offset handles let you dig postholes up to
305mm deeper than traditional models
··
Welded steel pivot joint eliminates nuts
and bolts that can loosen and rust
··
Sharpened blades makes it easy to
penetrate tough soil or break up hardened
dirt clods
··
Powder-coated steel resists rust and offers
easy cleaning
··
Pincher Length: 1480mm
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Code: FK134720

Qty: 2

Quikdrill Medium
··
For planting bulbs, aerating and fertilizing
soil and installing small posts
··
Drills a smooth-edged hole without
getting stuck on small stones or roots
··
Handle made from FiberComp™ (a
fiberglass reinforced polyamide) to make
it extremely strong
··
Steel tube shaft for maximum strength
··
Dual cutting action with two optimally
angled and sharpened blades
··
Plus Parts are attached to the shaft with
screws
··
Working diameter 100mm
··
Quikdrill Length: 1100mm

Code

Description

Size

Qty

FK134717

Quikdrill Spare Part Small 100mm 2

FK134737

Quikdrill Spare Part Large 200mm 2

FK134717

FK134737

HAND TOOLS
Code: FK46040

Qty: 12

Nyglass Fork
··
Durable, can lift up to 35 kg loads
··
Can be sharpened
··
Hanging hole for easy storage
··
Resistant to abrasion, repeated impacts,
organic solvents, oil and petrol

Code: FK46020

Qty: 12

Nyglass Transplanter
··
Durable, can lift up to 35 kg loads
··
Can be sharpened
··
Hanging hole for easy storage
··
Resistant to abrasion, repeated impacts,
organic solvents, oil and petrol
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HAND TOOLS CONT
Code: FK46010

Qty: 12

Nyglass Trowel
··
Durable, can lift up to 35kg loads
··
Can be sharpened
··
Hanging hole for easy storage
··
Resistant to abrasion, repeated impacts,
organic solvents, oil and petrol

Code: FK1941

Qty: 12

Aluminium Trowel
··
Durable one piece high strength
aluminium
··
Beveled edges
··
Softouch cushioned grip

Code: FK1946

Qty: 12

Aluminium Fork
··
Durable one piece high strength
aluminium
··
Beveled edges
··
Softouch cushioned grip

Code: FK1943

Code: FK46060

Qty: 9

Nyglass Multi Purpose Soil Scoop
··
Durable, can lift up to 35kg loads
··
Can be sharpened
··
Hanging hole for easy storage
··
Resistant to abrasion, repeated impacts,
organic solvents, oil and petrol

Code: FK1942

Qty: 12

Aluminium Transplanter
··
Durable one piece high strength
aluminium
··
Beveled edges
··
Softouch cushioned grip

Code: FK61916

Qty: 12

Aluminium Weeder
··
Durable one piece high strength
aluminium
··
Beveled edges
··
Softouch cushioned grip

Qty: 12

Aluminium Cultivator
··
Durable one piece high strength
aluminium
··
Beveled edges
··
Softouch cushioned grip
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SAWS
Code: FK93576935J

Qty: 6

Code: FK123870

Fixed Handle Pruning Saw
··
Ideal for making quick, clean cuts through
thick branches
··
POWER TOOTH® blade with razor-sharp,
triple-ground teeth powers through wood
faster
··
Fully-hardened, precision-ground steel
blade stays sharp, even through heavy use
··
Low-friction coating helps the blade glide
through wood, prevents the blade from
gumming up with sap and debris and
helps the blade resist rust
··
Contoured handle provides excellent onehanded grip and control
··
Softgrip® touchpoints enhance comfort
and control
··
Blade length: 330mm

Qty: 4

Small Xtract Garden Saw
··
Efficiently saws fresh wood
··
New design with handy belt clip which
retracts when in use
··
SoftGrip™ handle ensures a safe grip
··
Finger guard stops fingers from sliding
onto the blade
··
Large cutting capacity up to 120 mm
··
Cuts on the pull stroke
··
Blade length: 255mm

Code: FK9047

Qty: 6

Folding Powertooth Saw
··
Triple-grind saw blade cuts on the pull and
push strokes
··
Comfortable non-slip grip
··
Blade safely folds and locks into handle
for storage
··
Blade length: 150mm

AXES
Code: FK124800

Qty: 4

Bowsaw
··
Curved nose enables cutting in difficult
positions
··
Cuts on both push and pull stroke with
unique planetoothing
··
Plastic protector for safe transportation
··
Hardened carbon steel blade with rust
inhibitor.
··
Safety tension lever for added control.
··
Lightweight tubular steel frame.
··
Blade length: 530mm.
··
Spare parts availabile - refer to the back of
this catalogue

Code: FK122503

Qty: 2

Splitting Axe X27 XXL
··
For extra large logs with diameter of more
than 30cm.
··
Heavy duty model with longest shaft
available to guarantee maximum swing
power.
··
With plastic sheath for easy carrying and
storage
··
Blade weight: 1830g
··
Weight: 2850g
··
Axe Length: 960mm
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AXES CONT
Code: FK122483

Qty: 2

Splitting Axe X25 XL
··
Best for large logs with diameter of more
than 30 cm
··
Heavy blade gives extra momentum to
split even the thickest logs
··
Perfect balance between the head and
shaft
··
With plastic sheath for easy carrying and
storage
··
Blade weight: 1830g
··
Weight: 2580g
··
Axe Length: 775mm

Code: FK121423

Qty: 4

Chopping Axe X7 XS
··
Perfect for chopping small wood and
making tinder
··
Thin, wide edge ensures a clean, easy cut
in fresh resinous wood, like spruce or pine
··
Blade weight: 470g
··
Weight: 850g
··
Axe Length: 379mm

Code: FK122473

Qty: 4

Splitting Axe X21 L
··
For medium size logs with diameter of
20 - 30cm.
··
Great all-around axe model for big and
small splitting tasks.
··
With plastic sheath for easy carrying and
storage
··
Blade weight: 1086g
··
Weight: 2100g
··
Axe Length: 775mm

Code: FK126004

Qty: 4

Machete Brush Hook XA3
··
Ideal for cutting smaller branches from
trees
··
Makes stripping bark from logs simple
··
Clears weeds and brush in gardens and
forest
··
SoftGtrip™ surface and hooked end of the
handle ensures a comfortable, firm grip
preventing the tool from slipping out of
the hand
··
Ultralight and durable FiberComp™ shaft
minimises fatique and makes the shaft
virtually unbreakable.
··
Length: 505mm

HAMMERS
Code: FK500320

Qty: 4

Claw Hammer 16oz 454g
··
Ideal for general purpose Trade and DIY
use
··
Patented IsoCore™ Shock Control System
absorbs strike shock and vibration to
reduce the punishment your body takes,
transferring 4X less shock and vibration
than wood handles
··
Insulation sleeve captures initial strike
shock before it can reach your hand
··
Dual-layer handle features a specially
formulated combination of insulating
materials to dampen lingering vibration

Code: FK500321

Qty: 4

Claw Hammer 20oz 567g
··
Ideal for general purpose Trade and DIY
use.
··
Patented IsoCore™ Shock Control System
absorbs strike shock and vibration to
reduce the punishment your body takes,
transferring 4X less shock and vibration
than wood handles
··
Insulation sleeve captures initial strike
shock before it can reach your hand
··
Dual-layer handle features a specially
formulated combination of insulating
materials to dampen lingering vibration
··
Magnetic nail-starter groove allows you to
start nails with one hand in hard places
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HAMMERS CONT
Code: FK500322

Qty: 4

Code: FK500323

Framing Hammer 22oz 624g
··
Ideal for big framing jobs and pounding
large nails into tough lumber with power
and speed
··
Patented IsoCore™ Shock Control System
absorbs strike shock and vibration to
reduce the punishment your body takes,
transferring 4X less shock and vibration
than wood handles
··
Insulation sleeve captures initial strike
shock before it can reach your hand
··
Dual-layer handle features a specially
formulated combination of insulating
materials to dampen lingering vibration
··
Magnetic nail-starter groove allows you to
start nails with one hand in hard places

Qty: 2

Club Hammer 3lb 1.4kg
··
Ideal for single-handed use when doing
precision demolition work (demolition
head) or when driving masonry nails,
stakes or chisels (driver head)
··
Wedged demolition head concentrates
force for up to 5X more destructive power
than traditional designs and directs debris
to the sides, not back at you
··
Extra-large diameter driving head
improves strike accuracy
··
Patented IsoCore™ Shock Control System
absorbs strike shock and vibration to
reduce the punishment your body takes,
transferring 2X less shock and vibration
than wood handles

ACCESSORIES
Code: FK500324

Qty: 2

Sledge Hammer 8lb 3.6kg
··
Ideal for demolition work like shattering
concrete (demolition face) or driving
stakes and wedges (driving face)
··
Wedged demolition face concentrates
force for up to 5X more destructive power
than traditional designs and directs debris
to the sides, not back at you
··
Extra-large diameter driving face improves
strike accuracy
··
Patented IsoCore™ Shock Control System
absorbs strike shock and vibration to
reduce the punishment your body takes,
transferring 2X less shock and vibration
than wood handles

Code: FK110990

Qty: 4

Maintenance kit
··
Kit includes a maintenance guide book,
diamond file and oil.
··
This simple kit means you can keep blades
sharp and pivots neatly oiled for seamless
operations season for season.

Code: FK120740

Qty: 4

Axe Sharpener
··
Lightweight Nyglass® sharpener.
··
Patented ceramic wheel sharpens axes &
knives at approx. 30o angle.
Safety guard on tool protects hands and
fingers. Non-slip feet on bottom
of tool for safe sharpening.
Pops open for easy cleaning.
··
Can be used for axes and knives.

Code: FK9433

Qty: 12

Pruner Holster
··
Durable nylon construction with 3
pockets.
Versatile size fits most pruners.
··
Fastens quickly to belt.
··
Holster length: 230mm
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Wild Bird Care
FEEDERS
Code: A01234

Qty: 10

Flip Top Seed Feeder
··
The easy-fill feeding solution for seed
mixes and sunflower seeds
··
12W x 24H: cm

Code: A01377

Qty: 4

Large Premium Flip Top Seed Feeder
··
Large lid opening for improved filling and
easier cleaning
··
13W x 34H: cm

Code: A01331

Qty: 8

Premium Gazebo Seed Feeder
··
6 feeding ports.
··
Stainless steel hanging wire and clip
··
19W x 20H:cm

Code: GMA01100

Qty: 12

Suet Feast Feeder
··
Use with bird feed energy cakes
··
13W x 12H: cm

Code: A01376

Qty: 6

Premium Flip Top Seed Feeder
··
Large lid opening for improved filling and
easier cleaning
··
13W x 26H: cm

Code: A01513

Qty: 4

Large Black Seed Feeder
··
Durable steel construction
··
Twist and lift roof for easy filling
··
For feeding seed mixes and sunflower
seeds
··
12W x 24H: cm

Code: GMA04242

Qty: 10

Fat Snax Flip Top Feeder
··
One handed ‘flip top’ opening makes
filling easy
··
For use with bird feed balls and logs
··
13W x 26H: cm

Code: GMA01519

Qty: 4

Black Steel Suet Feast Feeder
··
Use with bird feed energy cakes
··
Durable galvanised steel construction
··
Twist & lift roof for easy filing & cleaning
··
14W x 15H: cm
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FEEDING STATION

Code: GMA04389

Qty: 4

Premium Feeding Station Kit
··
Complete with bird bath and support ring,
decorative twin hook, micro mesh feed
tray, small feeder hook and ground spike
··
All that is required to create a feeding
station.
··
Three section pole builds to give height of
185cm above ground.
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Pest Control
MOUSE TRAPS
Code: GM73350

Code: 71013

Qty: 6

Code: 71011

Qty: 12

Code: GM71090

Revolver Mouse Trap
·· Single use trap
·· Easy set, no see disposal
·· Ideal for the more squeamish mouse hunter

Code: 71021

Qty: 6

Ultra Power Mouse Trap - 2pk - Baited
·· Highly powered pre-baited plastic mouse
trap
·· Twin pack

Go Trap Vertical Spring Mouse Trap
·· Combines tried-and-tested trap design with
heavy duty construction.
·· Rust-resistant mechanism
·· Easy to set
·· Can be used indoors or outdoors
·· Reusable

Qty: 4

Electronic Mouse Trap
·· Caters to consumers looking for a quick,
clean and safe way to eradicate mice.
·· Special protection panels & micro switching
making it impossible for children or pets to
activate.
·· Kills 100+ mice per set of AA batteries.
·· Quick, effective and humane.

Qty: 6

Code: 71025

Baited Live Catch RTU Mouse Trap
·· Simple tip and trap mechanism for easy
setting
·· Locking bar ensures no escape is possible
·· Welfare-friendly traps, do not harm the
mouse
·· Catch and release trap
·· Twin pack

Qty: 6

Live Catch Multi Mouse Trap - Large
·· Galvanised steel, traps 10 or more mice at
one setting
·· Clear view, flip top lid for easy inspection and
cleaning
·· Welfare-friendly traps, do not harm the
mouse
·· Catch and release trap

RAT TRAPS
Code: GM71030

Qty: 6

Ultra Safe & Sealed Mouse Trap
·· One touch to set
·· Enclosed mouse trap that protects children
and pets from accidential contact with trap

Code: GM73371

Qty: 12

Go Trap Wooden Rat Trap
·· Traditional wooden trap with easy to set
mechanism.
·· Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
·· Economical
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RAT TRAPS
Code: GM73351

Qty: 6

Go Trap Vertical Spring Rat Trap
·· Combines tried-and-tested trap design with
heavy duty construction.
·· Rust-resistant mechanism
·· Easy to set
·· Can be used indoors or outdoors
·· Reusable

Code: 71041

Qty: 6

Strongbox Rat Bait Station
·· Strong, metal, attractive bait station, key
included
·· Ground anchors also included
·· Commercial grade

Code: 71015

Qty: 6

Ultra Power Rat Trap - 2pk - Baited
·· Highly powered pre-baited plastic rat trap
·· Twin pack

Code: GM71029

Qty: 6

Rat Cage Trap
·· Sturdy galvanised steel mesh rat cage
·· Solid top and carrier handle for easy handling

RODENT STATION
Code: GM71054

Qty: 6

Rodent Trap Station
·· Indoor/outdoor use, lockable trap suitable
for rats and mice.
·· Traps are baited with attractant – ready to
use
·· Contains no poison – uses only trap with bait
attractant to lure rats and mice
·· Lockable - protects kids and pets

Code: GMNZ73100

Qty: 6

Ultra Power Baited Mouse Station
·· Advanced rodent control station which kills
mice in one feed, indoors and outdoors.
·· Reusable, multi use and lockable
·· Ready to use - bait included
·· Uses Brodifacoum (Fast Action-One Feed),
the most powerful active ingredient in
rodent control.
·· Strong protection from children and pets

Code: GM71056

Qty: 6

Rodent Bait Station
·· Lockable & reusable Rodent Bait Station
·· Protects kids and pets

Code: GMNZ73101

Qty: 6

Ultra Power Baited Rat Station
·· Advanced rodent control station which kills
rats in one feed, indoors and outdoors.
·· Reusable, multi use and lockable
·· Ready to use - bait included
·· Uses Brodifacoum (Fast Action-One Feed),
the most powerful active ingredient in
rodent control.
·· Strong protection from children and pets
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CATEGORY
CONT
ELECTRONIC
PEST CONTROL
Code: 71031

Qty: 4

Pest Repeller (Sonic)
·· Plug in
·· Transmits sonic sound
·· Covers one room
·· 2 year warranty

Code: 71033

Code: 71035

Qty: 4

Pest Repeller (Sonic) - 3pk
·· Plug in sonic value pack
·· Inaudible to humans, cats and dogs
·· 3 pack
·· 2 year warranty

Qty: 4

Code: GM71037

Qty: 4

Advanced Pest Repeller
(Sonic and Electromagnetic)
·· Plug in
·· Sonic and electrostatic repeller
·· Transmits through houseold wiring detering
rodents from entering wall cavities
·· 2 year warranty

Ultra Power Repeller
·· Ultrasonic attack waves drive rodent pests
out from indoor areas
·· Twin speakers, wide-angle output for whole
room protection
·· Easy to use

Code: GM73062

Code: GM73061N

Qty: 4

Direct Plug-In Insect Killer
·· 24 hour protection against mosquitoes,
flies and biting insects without chemicals or
poisons.
·· Modern, cable-free, silent insect killer plugs
directly into any indoor power point.

Code: GM73063

Qty: 6

Plug-In Insect Killer Refill Pack
·· For use in Buzz Plug In Insect Killers
·· Up to 4,000 hours of continous use
·· Contains replacment UV bulb and adhesive
strips

Qty: 6

Night Plug-In Insect Killer
·· Attracts light-sensitive flying insects and traps
them on adhesive sheets.
·· 5 spare biodegradable adhesive sheets
included with starter pack.
·· Control of light-sensitive flying insects
·· Plug in

Code: GM72505

Qty: 6

Sonic Cat Repeller
·· Covers an area up to 12 metres in a 980 arc
·· Protected area of 120sq metre
·· Motion sensor detects movement from cats
in gardens
·· Ideal for keeping cats ouf of your veggie
garden
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FLYING INSECT CONTROL
Code: GM73001

Qty: 28

Big Head Fly Swat
·· Extra large head increases the kill rate
·· Swat head secured to handle for added
strength
·· Shatter proof Polyethlene head

Code: GM73028

Qty: 6

Fly Catcher Bait Refill 3pk
·· Super effective non-toxic fly attractant
developed by professionals.
·· Non-toxic food grade ingredients
·· Will last 2-3 weeks

Code: GM73027

Qty: 6

Honeypot Wasp Trap Bait Refill 3pk
·· This is a 3 Pack sachet refill for use with the
Honeypot Wasp Trap (GM73050)
·· Super effective wasp attractant
·· Developed and tested by test control
professionals

Code: GM73029

Qty: 6

Outdoor Insect Catcher 5pk
·· Protection for your vegies, fruit trees and
plants
·· Easy to hang with reusable hooks
·· Pests are drawn to the attractant and
aureola-yellow colour

Code: GM73025

Qty: 6

Fly Catcher with Bait
·· The economical way to catch thousands of
flies and wasps without chemicals.
·· Proven “non-toxic” bait developed for the
Professional Pest Control market – irresistible
to flies!
·· Lures flies and wasps from up to a 10m
radius

Code: GM73050

Qty: 6

Honeypot Wasp Trap
·· An attractive designed wasp trap which traps
and kills nuisance wasps.
·· Includes sachet of highly alluring wasp
attractant
·· Attractive design avaliable in a range of
colours

Code: GM73011

Qty: 12

Fly Paper 8pk
·· Flies are drawn to the paper and become
trapped
·· Ideal for kitchens and food preparation areas
·· Dispose with household rubbish

Code: GM73030

Qty: 12

Insect Catcher Outdoor Protector
·· Solid plastic casing for durability and strength
·· This insect trap can be used both indoors and
outdoors
·· Easy to mount to bamboo stakes or hang
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CRAWLING INSECT CONTROL
Code: GM73012

Qty: 12

Cockroach Traps 6pk
·· Multiple entry points on trap appeals to
cockroaches erratic behaviour
·· Sticky fixing tab ensures secure placement
and won’t move if knocked or blown in a
draft

Code: GM72562

Qty: 6

Snail Gel
·· A natural, chemical-free barrier to protect
plants.
·· Slugs and snails are deterred from accessing
plants surrounded with the gel.

Code: GM72561

Qty: 6

Snail & Slug Barrier 4m
·· Copper tape that forms a barrier around
pots, greenhouses and garden beds,
emitting a small electrical charge when a slug
or snail attempts to cross.

Code: HPP01322

Qty: 8

Ant Sand
·· Kills ants before they forge a scented trail to
your house.
·· Kills ants that unwittingly stumble upon the
biodegradable sand granules.
·· Remaining effective even after rain, the ant
sand can also be used at the entrance to an
ant nest for ultimate barrier protection.
·· Safe for use around plants and soil when
used as directed
·· Works up to 2 months

Code: GM73014

Qty: 12

Household Pest Glue Traps 4pk
·· Professional strength glue for superior catch
and hold
·· Non toxic and pesticide free attractant
·· Large glue area to maximise catches

Code: GM72560

Qty: 6

Snail Traps 2pk
·· Protects your veggie patches, seedlings and
vulnerable plants from snails and slugs.
·· Easy to bury in the ground

Code: GM73052

Qty: 12

Fruit Tree Grease Band
·· Prevent crawling pests from climbing fruit
trees.
·· Controls female winter moths, caterpillars,
ants and earwigs
·· Large 1.75m strip

Code: RB3014293

Qty: 8

Barrrier Outdoor Surface Spray 350g
·· Specially formulated for use outdoors to kill
cockroaches, ants and other crawling insects
on contact before they get inside
·· Provides barrier protection for up to 6
months
·· The special designed trigger makes it easy
to spray
·· Low odour and non-stain thanks to its water
based formula
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CRAWLING INSECT CONTROL CONT
Code: HPP03340

Qty: 6

Flea Bom 2pk
·· Kills fleas and flea eggs in your home for up
to 9 months
·· Contains an Insect Growth Regulator (IGR),
which breaks the breeding cycle of fleas by
ensuring any fleas in the egg or larval stages
are unable to mature to adult biting fleas.
·· Contains insecticide to kill the existing adult
flea population fast
·· Leaves no unpleasant residual odour and
room can be re-entered 2 hours after
treatment

Code: HPP00612

Qty: 3

Professional Indoor/Outdoor Surface Spray
·· Creates a protective barrier around your
home and when sprayed flushes out insects
from their hiding places
·· The product prevents insect infestations
by killing cockroaches, spiders and ants
continuously for up to 3 months outdoors
by contact
·· Utilises the same liquid spray technology as
used by the professionals
·· Easy to use trigger for precise application
is designed to deliver professional results

MOUSE & RAT BAIT
Code: GM71080

Qty: 6

Mouse & Rat Attractant
·· Contains food grade ingredients including
prune paste (90%), sugar, water, apple
·· Lasts up to 3 months
·· Up to 20 bait applications from one
dispenser
·· Developed and tested by pest control
professionals
·· Suitable for use in any live catch or catch-andkill trap type
·· Non-toxic

Code: GMNZ73156

Qty: 6

Bait Blocks 12 x 20g
·· Uses Brodifacoum (Fast Action-One Feed),
the most powerful active ingredient in
rodent control
·· Formulated for long term palatability in all
NZ weather conditions due to non dairy
formulation
·· Single feed kill – less than 1g is required to
kill a mouse
·· Fastest kill anticoagulant
·· 4-5 Star performance rating

Code: GMNZ73158

Qty: 4

Bait Blocks 50 x 20g
·· Uses Brodifacoum (Fast Action-One Feed),
the most powerful active ingredient in
rodent control
·· Formulated for long term palatability in all
NZ weather conditions due to non dairy
formulation
·· Single feed kill – less than 1g is required to
kill a mouse
·· Fastest kill anticoagulant
·· 4-5 Star performance rating

Code: GMNZ73155

Qty: 12

Bait Blocks 4 x 20g
·· Uses Brodifacoum (Fast Action-One Feed),
the most powerful active ingredient in
rodent control
·· Formulated for long term palatability in all
NZ weather conditions due to non dairy
formulation
·· Single feed kill – less than 1g is required to
kill a mouse
·· Fastest kill anticoagulant
·· 4-5 Star performance rating

Code: GMNZ73157

Qty: 6

Bait Blocks 27 x 20g
·· Uses Brodifacoum (Fast Action-One Feed),
the most powerful active ingredient in
rodent control
·· Formulated for long term palatability in all
NZ weather conditions due to non dairy
formulation
·· Single feed kill – less than 1g is required to
kill a mouse
·· Fastest kill anticoagulant
·· 4-5 Star performance rating

Code: GMNZ73154

Qty: 2

Bait Blocks 125 x 20g
·· Uses Brodifacoum (Fast Action-One Feed),
the most powerful active ingredient in
rodent control
·· Formulated for long term palatability in all
NZ weather conditions due to non dairy
formulation
·· Single feed kill – less than 1g is required to
kill a mouse
·· Fastest kill anticoagulant
·· 4-5 Star performance rating
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Fiskars Spare Parts

Hozelock Spare Parts

HORTICOM LTD
Registered Office: 651 Rosebank Road, Avondale, Auckland.
Postal Address: PO Box 19-269, Avondale, Auckland 1746.
Telephone: 64-9-828-4408, Freephone: 0800 800 040 (number only works outside of Auckland)
Facsimile: 64-9-828-4409, Free Fax: 0800 800 076(number only works outside of Auckland)
Email: service@horticom.co.nz
Website: www.horticom.co.nz
Warehouse: Mainfreight, Building 15, 9 Manu Street, Otahuhu, Auckland 2024

